Two papers stirred up the palaeoanthropology world by suggesting that Homo floresiensis -a putative human relative discovered on the Indonesian island of Flores in 2003 -was instead an example of Homo sapiens with Down's syndrome. The theory, in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, was greeted with much scepticism. As part of a string of tweets, anthropologist Holly Dunsworth at the University of Rhode Island in Kingston said: "Conclusion [is] based seemingly on zilch. " Co-author Robert Eckhardt, a geneticist at Pennsylvania State University, defended the diagnosis in a comment posted on a blog of the Natural History Museum in London, saying that his group and others have spent the past decade "trying to turn the 'Hobbit' circus into science". 
ENGINEERING

Robot swarms take shape
A thousand-strong army of coin-sized robots (pictured) can arrange itself into various configurations.
Michael Rubenstein and his co-workers at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts, programmed 1,024 robots with a simple set of rules and an image of a shape to be formed. Four 'seed robots' act as a point of origin for a coordinate system and send their coordinates to neighbours using infrared light. This information spreads through the group, allowing each robot to determine its relative location in the swarm.
MICROBIOLOGY
How Salmonella bounces back
Two groups have shown how Salmonella bacteria can resist antibiotics.
Dirk Bumann of the University of Basel in Switzerland and his colleagues infected mice with modified Salmonella strains that glow green when they divide. They found varying rates of division in different tissues, and most of the bacteria that survived antibiotic treatment had a moderate growth rate.
In a separate study, Médéric Diard at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich and his co-workers found that whereas antibiotics kill off less-dangerous Salmonella mutants in the mouse gut cavity, the morevirulent strains escape by hiding inside the gut tissue. After antibiotic treatment ended, the more-virulent bacteria repopulated the gut.
The findings could point to new strategies for antibiotic treatment, the authors say. The robot flock can form programmed shapes -such as the letter 'K' -in around 12 hours and is the largest yet to demonstrate collective behaviour, the authors say. compounds could have been important for kicking off the chemistry that led to life on Earth, the researchers say.
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These particles could help to explain the origin and evolution of interstellar dust, which current astronomical observations can only guess at. 
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